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New experimental tests of sum rules for charmed baryon masses

Jerrold Franklin*
Department of Physics, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122-6082

~Received 13 January 1999; published 13 April 1999!

New experimental measurements are used to test model independent sum rules for charmed baryon masses.
Sum rules for medium-strong mass differences are found to be reasonably well satisfied with increasing
accuracy, and the new measurements permit an improved prediction of 277869 MeV for the mass of theVc*

0.
But an isospin breaking sum rule for theSc mass splitting is still in significant disagreement posing a serious
problem for the quark model of charmed baryons. IndividualSc mass splittings are investigated, using the new
CLEO measurement of theJc8 mass splitting, but the accuracy is not yet sufficient for a good test.
@S0556-2821~99!01411-3#

PACS number~s!: 12.40.Yx, 14.20.2c, 14.40.2n
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Model independent sum rules@1–3# were derived some
time ago for heavy-quark baryon masses using minimal
sumptions within the quark model. The sum rules depend
standard quark model assumptions, and an additional
sumption that the interaction energy of a pair of quarks i
particular spin state does not depend on which baryon
pair of quarks is in~‘‘baryon independence’’!. This is a
somewhat weaker assumption than full SU~3! symmetry of
the wave function, which would require the same spa
wave function for each octet baryon, and each individ
wave function to the SU~3! symmetrized. Instead we us
wave functions with no SU~3! symmetry, as described i
Ref. @4#. The wave functions can also be different for diffe
ent quarks. For instance, au-s pair in theS1 hyperon can
have a different spatial wave function than au-d pair in the
proton, but is assumed to have the same interaction energ
a u-s pair in theJ0 hyperon.

In deriving the sum rules, no assumptions are made ab
the type of potential, and no internal symmetry beyo
baryon independence is assumed. The sum rules allow
amount of symmetry breaking in the interactions and in
vidual wave functions, but do rest on baryon independe
for each quark-quark interaction energy. Several of the s
rules @Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~6! below# also rely on the assump
tion that there is no orbital angular momentum so that
three spin-12 quark spins add directly to spin-1

2 or spin-32.
More detailed discussion of the derivation of the sum rule
given in Refs.@1# and @4#.

We have previously tested these sum rules in Refs.@2#
and @3# using early measurements of heavy-quark bary
masses. Those tests showed reasonable agreement w
fairly large experimental errors for two sum rules f
medium-strong charmed baryon mass differences and for
sum rule for bottom baryon mass differences. But there w
a relatively large, and worrisome, discrepancy for the isos
breaking mass differences between theSc charge states
Since those tests, there have been a number of new ex
ments@6–11# resulting in more accurate and more reliab
values for some of the charmed baryon masses used in
sum rules. In this paper we look at the effect on the sum ru
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of these new experiments, especially the recent CLEO
measurement@10# of the Jc8

1andJc8
0 masses.

The measured charmed baryon masses that will be use
the sum rules are listed in Table I for the expected bary
assignments. TheJc

1 baryon and theJc8
1 baryon are distin-

guished, in the quark model, by having different spin sta
for the u-s quark pair. TheJc

1 is the spin-12 usc baryon
having theu-s quarks in a spin zero state, and theJc8

1 has
the u-s quarks in a spin one state. A similar distinction
made for thed-s quark pair in theJc

0 and Jc8
0 charmed

baryons. The numerical values in Table I are given in ter
of appropriate mass differences when that correspond
how the measurement was made. Where new experim
have given more accurate numbers since our previous te
the sum rules, an asterisk has been put after the refere
Masses for light quark~u,d,s! baryons are all taken from th
Review of Particle Physics@5#.

The isospin breaking sum rule for theSc masses is@2#

S11S222S05S* 11S* 222S* 05Sc
111Sc

022Sc
1 ,

~1.76.2! ~2.662.1! ~22.261.2!
~1!

TABLE I. Charmed baryon masses used in the sum rules.
asterisk indicates where new experiments have given more acc
numbers since our previous test of the sum rules.

Baryon Mass~MeV! Reference

Lc
1 2284.960.6 @5#

Sc
11 Lc

11167.960.2 @5,6,7#*
Sc

0 Sc
1120.660.2 @5,6#*

Sc
1 Sc

011.460.6 @12#

Sc*
11 Lc

11234.561.4 @8#*
Sc*

0 Lc
11232.661.3 @8#*

Jc
1 2465.661.4 @5,9#*

Jc
0 2470.361.8 @5#

Jc8
1 Jc

11107.863.0 @10#*
Jc8

0 Jc
01107.062.9 @10#*

Jc*
1 Jc

01174.361.1 @11#*
Jc*

0 Jc
11178.261.1 @13#

Vc
0 270464 @5#
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where we have written the experimental values in MeV
low each equation. There is reasonable agreement for thS
2S* sum rule, as well as for several other isospin break
sum rules for light quark baryons@1,4#. But theSc isospin
splitting combination is significantly different from the oth
two combinations in Eq.~1!. As noted in Ref.@2#, this dis-
agreement poses a serious problem because it is difficu
see how any reasonable quark model of charmed bary
could lead to the relatively large negative value for theSc
combination in Eq.~1!. A large number of specific quar
model calculations@14# of charmed baryon masses genera
satisfy theSc sum rule, and all predict large positive valu
for the Sc mass combination in Eq.~1!.

The experimental input that has been used for this co
bination ofSc masses are the two separate mass differe
measurements:

Sc
112Sc

050.660.2 Ref. @5#, ~2!

Sc
12Sc

051.460.6 Ref. @12#. ~3!

The Sc
112Sc

0 mass difference results from four separa
experiments that are reasonably consistent with one ano
while there is only one experiment@12# that has measure
the Sc

12Sc
0 difference. There is no reason to question t

experimental measurement ofSc
12Sc

0, and the result of Ref
@12# for Sc

112Sc
0 agrees well with the other experimen

@15#. However, the extreme importance of the large discr
ancy in theSc sum rule of Eq.~1! should make a new ex
perimental measure of the mass differenceSc

12Sc
0 a high

priority.
The new experimental measurement of theJc8 masses

@10# makes it possible, in principle, to test sum rules
separate mass differences of theSc . These are

Sc
112Sc

05S* 12S* 212@~J* 22J* 0!1~Jc8
12Jc8

0!#

~4!
~0.660.2! ~26.269.7!

Sc
12Sc

05S* 02S* 21~J* 22J* 0!1~Jc8
12Jc8

0!.
~5!

~1.460.6! ~24.264.9!

Unfortunately, the experimental errors on theJc8 mass dif-
ferences are still too large at this point to make an accu
comparison with theSc mass differences.

Although the discrepancy noted above for theSc mass
differences puts any other quark model study of charm
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baryons into question, we now look at sum rules f
medium-strong mass differences, anticipating some even
resolution ~theoretical or experimental! of the difficulties
posed by theSc mass splitting. A new measurement@8# of
the masses of theS* 11 andS* 0 baryons makes possible
more accurate test of the sum rule@3#

~Sc*
12Lc

1!1
1

2
~Sc

12Lc
1! 5~S* 02L0!1

1

2
~S02L0!.

~31962! ~307! ~6!

We use the measuredSc*
11 mass for theSc*

1mass, but that
difference is probably small. A corresponding sum rule@3#
for the b-quark baryonsSb*

0,Sb
0,Lb

0 has not changed, and i
in good agreement.

In Ref. @2# we used a sum rule to predict 258363 MeV
for the Jc*

1 mass. This mass has now been measured@10#,
and is listed in Table I. This permits a test of the sum ru
which we write here as

Sc
111Vc

022Jc8
1 5S11V22J02J* 0.

~1068! ~15!
~7!

The two sum rules in Eqs.~6! and ~7! are satisfied to abou
the same extent as light-quark baryon sum rules rela
spin-12 baryon masses to spin-3

2 baryon masses@1,4#.
The new experimental measurements can be used to

prove the accuracy of our previous prediction@3# of the as
yet unmeasuredVc*

0 mass

Vc*
05Vc

012~Jc*
12Jc8

1!2~Sc*
112Sc

11!5277969.
~8!

In conclusion, we can say that increasingly accurate
perimental mass determinations are making the model in
pendent sum rule discussed here increasingly useful tes
the quark model for charmed baryons. We see that sum r
for medium-strong energy differences are satisfied at leas
well for heavy-quark baryon as for light-quark baryon
However there remains a serious disagreement for theSc
isospin breaking sum rule, which is violated by three sta
dard deviations. Since sum rules in disagreement are of m
concern than those which are satisfied, resolving theSc mass
differences is of prime importance. Thus far no theoreti
suggestion has been forthcoming.
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@15# Reference@12# is the only experiment to simultaneously me
sure bothSc mass differences. For this single experiment, t
Sc sum rule combination givesSc

111Sc
022Sc

1521.7
61.0.
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